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Revision 2 

ELECTRICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS 

Subcategory Report 30200 

Executive Summary 

I. SUMMARY OF ISSUES 

The Electrical and Communications Subcategory is comprised of 20 employee 
concerns addressing eleven issues relating to the design, construction, 
operation, and maintenance of electrical and communications equipment.  

Five issues were found to be not factually accurate. Two issues were 
factually accurate but did not require corrective action. One issue was 
factually accurate but the problem was being addressed before the 
the employee concerns program. Three issues were factual and presented 
problems for which corrective action either has been or is being taken 
as a result of the employee concerns program.-_ 

II. SU.IIARY (IF FINDINGS 

Several conditions wer. found to exist in violation of design, 
corstruction, or operating requirements. Each of these conditions, called 
specific deficiencies, were noted as requiring short-term corrective 
measures. At WBN the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was found not 
to be in agreement with a TVA division procedure and found to contain some 
illegible pages. Deficiencies were noted with respect to Raychem 
instructions at SQN, BFN, and BLN and with respect to specific 
applications of Raychem at SQN and BFN. Numerous deficiencies were noted 
at each of TVA's nuclear sites relating to the improper regulation and 
operation of plant auxiliary powcr systems. At SQN and WLv '.4wre were 
potential deficiencies regarding false ground indications. Corrective 
Action Tracking Documents (CATDs) were submitted to responsible line 
management on these deficiencies as they were found.  

III. SUMMARY OF COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE 

Two significant problem areas were identified as having the potential 
to seriously degrade the technical adequacy of major plant components: 

Lack of corporate control over vendor supplied materials and 
instructions; design, modification, and maintenance practices; 
and proper application of Raychem products.  

" Lack of corporate and plant control over bus operating voltages, 
design requirements, and implementation of design standards through 
operating procedures.  

IV. SUMMARY OF ROOT CAUSES 

Five potential root causes were identified: 

5624T 
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Various electrical procedures lack specifics to perform 
the task, are 

incomplete, or fail to incorporate all technical requirements 

(all sites).  

* There are inadequate acceptance criteria defined in various 

electriLal procedures to ensure satisfactory task 
completion 

(all sites).  

* Adequate systems, processes, or administrative controls are lacking 

in electrical activities to ensure that commitments 
are reflected in 

procedures and processes (all sites).  

* Controls for review of results related to electrical activities are 

inadequate to ensure compliance with commitments (WBN, SQN, 
BFN).  

* Personnel lack understanding of regulatory requirements and 

commitments (WBN, SQN, BLN).  

V. SUMMARY OF CORRECTIVE ACTION 

WBN line management reported that problems noted with the FSAR 
would be 

resolved as part of a comprehensive FSAR revision being submitted to NRC 

by March, 1987.  

With respect to Raychem instruction deficiencies, SQN, BFN, 
and 

BLN line managers committed to performing procedural reviews 

and revisions as appropriate. SQN line managers also committed to 

re-evaluating Rayzhem applications as part of the Environmental 

Qualification Program. At BFN, additio-nal corrective action was 

initiated to verify the adequacy of currently installed splices, 
improve 

control of plant documents, and upgrade training on the 
Raychem 

procedures. At WBN, managers committed to making a study of the data 

systems used to track maintenance work activities.  

For problems dealing with improper regulation and operation 
of electrical 

buses, SQN line managers initiated a Significant Condition 
Report and 

developed a corrective action plan to accomplish the following: 

(a) determine if equipment actually has been unacceptably 
degraded, (b) 

determine why undervoltage starts of the diesel generator 
have not 

occurred, and (c) correct and update applicable procedures. 
At WBN, line 

managers committed to revising the applicable Design Criteria, 
FSAR, 

Technical Specifications, and Surveillance Instructions. 
These actions 

will he taken under Problem Identification Reports (PIRs). Additionally, 

DNE will take steps to determine any deleterious effect 
of operation of 

plant equipment at excessive voltages in the past. A final preventive 

measure will include testing of possibly affected equipment 
and 

establishment of defined transformer tap settings. At BFN, line managers 

initiated a Condition Adverse to Quality report and developed 
a 

corrective action plan to accomplish the followtng: (a) revise the 

appropriate BFN Area Plan, (b) revise the BFN
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FSAR to clarify commitments, and (c) review 
and reissue illegible 

drawings. At BLN, line managers commited to adoption 
of a formalized 

,voltage monitoring program.  

As an enhancement to the existing ground detectors, 
SQN and WBN line 

managers had plastic tags installed to provide 
instructions for operating 

and maintaining the equipment.

Page 3 of 3
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Preface 

This subcategory report is one of a series of reports prepared for the 
Employee Concerns Special Program (ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA). The ECSP and the organization which carried out the program, the 
Employee Concerns Task Group (ECTG), were established by TVA's Manager of 
Nuclear Power to evaluate and report on those Office of Nuclear Power (ONP) 
employee concerns filed before February 1. 1986. CoLcerns filed after that 
date are handled by the ongoing ONP Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed over 5800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
formal, written description of a circumstance or circumstances that an 
employee thought was unsafe, unjust, inefficient, or inappropriate. The 
mission of the Employee Concerns Special Program was to-thoroughly 
investigate alrissues presented in the concirns and to report the results 
of those investigations in a form accessible to ONP employees, the NRC. and 
the general public. The results of these investigations are communicated 
by four levels of ECSP reports: element, subcategory, category. and final.  

Element reports, the lowest reporting level, will be published only for 
those concerns directly affecting the restart of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's 
reactor unit 2. An element consists of one or more closely related 
issues. An issue is a potential problem identified by ECTG during the 
evaluation process as having been raised In one or more concerns. For 
efficient handling, what appeared to be similar concerns were grouped intv 
elements early in the program, but issue definitions emerged from the 
evaluation process itself. Consequently, some elements did include only 
one issue, but often the ECTU evaluation found more than one issue per 
element.  

Subcategory reports summarize the evaluation of a number of elements.  
However, the subcategory report does more than collect element level 
evaluations. The subcategory level overview of element findings leads to 
an integration of information that cannot take place at the element level.  
This integration of information reveals the extent to which problems 
overlap more than one element and will therefore require corrective action 
for underlying causes not fully apparent at the element level.  

To make the subcategory reports eeaier to understand, three items have been 
placed at the front of each report: a preface. a glossary of the 
terminology unique to ECSP reports, and a list of acronyms.  

Additionally, at the end of each subcategory report will be a Subcategory 
Summary Table that includes the concern numbers; identifies other 
subcategories that share a concern; designates nuclear safety-related.  
safety significant, or non-safety related concerns; designatre gSric 
applicability; and briefly states each concern.  

Either the Subcategory Summary Table or another attachment or a combination 
of the two will enable the reader to find the report section or sections in 
which the issue raised by the concern is evaluated.
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The subcategories are themselves summarized in a series of eight category 
reports. Each category report reviews the major findings and collective 
significance of the subcategory reports in one of the following areas: 

* management and personnel relations 

* industrial safety 

" construction 

" material control 

• operations 

* quality a-sisurance/quality control 

* welding 

* engineering 

A separate report on employee concerns dealing with spetific contentions of 
intimidation, harassment, and wrongdoing will be released by the TVA Office 
of the Inspector General.  

Just as the subcategory reports integrate the information collected at the 
element level, the category reports integrate the information assembled in 
all the subcategory reports within the category, addressing particularly 
the underlying causes of those problems that run across more than one 
subcategory.  

A final report will integrate and assess the information collected by all 
of the lower level reports prepared for the ECSP, including the Inspector 
General'p report.  

For more detail on the methods by which ECTG employee concerns were 
evaluated and reported, consult the Tennessee Valley Authority Employee 
Concerns Task Group Program Manual. The Manual spells out the program's 
objectives, scope, organization, and respcnsibilities. It also specifies 
the procedures that were followed in the investigation, reporting, and 
closeout of the issues raised by employee concerns.
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ECSP GLOSSARY OF REPORT TERMS* 

classification of evaluated issues the evaluation of an issue leads to one of 

the following determinations: 

Class A: Issue cannot be verified as factual 

Class B: Issue is factually accurate, but what is described is not a 

problem (i.e., not a condition requiring corrective action) 

Class C: Issue is factual and identifies a problem, but corrective action 
for the problem was initiated before the evaluation of the issue 
was Udertaken 

Class D: Issue is factual and presents a problem for which corrective 
action has been, or is being, taken as a result of an evaluation 

Class E: A problem, requiring corrective action, which was not identified 

by an employee concern, but was revealed during the ECTG 

evaluation of an issue raised by an employee concern.  

collective significance an analysis which determines the importance and 

consequences of the findings in a particular ECSP report by putting those 

findings in the proper perspective.  

concern (see "employee concern0) 

corrective action steps taken to fix specific deficiencies or discrepancies 

revealed by a negative finding and, when necessary, to correct causes in 

order to prevent recurrence.  

criterion (plural: criteria) a basis for defining a performance, behavior, or 

quality which ONP imposes on itself (see also "requireaent").  

eleent or element resort an optional level of ECSP report, below the 

subcategory level, that deals with one or more issues.  

eglovee concern a formal, written description of a circumstance or 

circumstances that an employee thinks unsafe, unjust, inefficient or 

inappropriate; usually documented on a K-form or a form equivalent to the 
K-form.
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evaluator(s) the individual(s) assigned the responsibility to assess a specific 
grouping of employee concerns.  

findings includes both statements of fact and the judgments made about those 

facts during the evaluation process; negative findings require corrective 

action.  

issue a potential problem, as interpreted by the ECTG during the evaluation 
process, raised in one or more concerns.  

K-forn (see "employee concern") 

requirement a standard of performance, behavior, or quality on which an 

evaluation judgment or decision may be based.  

root cause the underlying reason for a problem.  

ETerms essential to the program but which require detailed definition have been 

defined in the ECTG Procedure Manual (e.g., generic, specific, nuclear 

safety-related, unreviewed safety-significant question).
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Acronyms 

AI Administrative Instruction 

AISC American Institute of Steel Construction 

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable 

ANS American Nuclear Society 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

ASKE American Society of Rechanical Engineers 

STH American Society for Testing and Materials 

AWS American Welding Society 

BFN Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

BLM Bellefonte Nuclear Plant 

CAQ Condition Adverse to Quality 

CAR Corrective Action Report 

CATD Corrective Action Tracking Document 

CCTS Corporate Commitent Tracking System 

CSG-N Category Evaluation Group head 

CPR Code of Federal Regulations 

CI Concerned Individual 

CWTR Certified Material Test Report 

COC Certificate of Conformnce/Compliaaco 

DCR Desiga Change Request 

DEC Divislon of NMclear Constreution (see also N CON)

**
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DNE Division of Nuclear Engineering 

D"QA Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance 

DIT Division of Nuclear Training 

DOE Department of Energy 

DPO Division Personnel Officer 

DR Discrepancy Report or Deviation Report 

ECU Engineering Change Notice 

ECP Empl5yee Concerns Progrm 

ECP-S Empltoyee Coacerns Progru-Site Representative 

ECSP Employee Concerns Special Program 

ECTG Eaployee Concerns Task Group 

EEOC Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

EQ Environmental Qualification 

MT Emergency Redical Response Tea 

IN DES Elineering Desig 

RtT Employee RIesponse T.o or Iterseacy Response Tem 

PCI Field Char g Request 

FSl Final Safety Analysis Report 

FT Fiscal Ter 

GET Georatl Islpyee Training 

MCI Ihnrd Control lastructie 

WJAC MNeting. Ystilatita. Air Conditioseal 

IX Installatier Ilatructisa 

INPO Instiftte of tec ,r Power Operations 

IM Ilaspectiir Rejection Notice
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/I Labor Ilatioas Staff 

AlX Hodifications sad Additiot Instruction 

I RASlto sace IS atSrti os 

S9 Nerit Systems Protectio Board 

NT Nagnetic Particle Testin 

mCSt lcoaforatng Condition R*eprt 

IM Noandestructive Esmisatioa 

UPP Iscl•rr Perforace PlUs 

PgS loa-pleat Specific or lMclear Procedures Syste 

QAN latclear Quality Assursace Iaual 

WnC Maclear Regulatory Comissito 

m3S Iuclear Services brach 

iSRS UIcloer Safety Review Staff 

M COC Divisios of acloar Coestructies (ebsolete abbreviatios. see N) 

NWUUC Iaclefr Utility ~sgemst sad Besorces Comittee 

OSU Oecupetieal Safety autd BeIth AdiRsistraties (tr "a:) 

01w Office of I•ltest Power 

0CP Office of Workers Ceapesaties Progre 

pQ8 Persesl listery t ecord 

PT Litld Fenetreat Telsti• 

QA Qutlty Ussnrace 

AP Quality Assurase Proco~ere 

QC Quality Coetrel 

Q Osality Coatrel lastrutios
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QTC 

frI 

IT 
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TAS 

ThL 

TWA 

UT 

VI 

Up

Qualityl Control Procedure 

Quality Tothaoklgy Ceqasy 

Redcties Isa Force 

MWIrVPbic Testia 

Sqrvoysk Imerer nosE 

Suroillsasc InstructiC4 

Steadord Opr&aLb Ptoc0dse.  

SeeIWr Iewlow Fowl 

Stoss md Webster £alaeeriag Corpoinrti.  

?.CLAIcOl Assisteat Staff 

Trades sad Laor 

I~$$*#e vIlley AutbOrity 

Te.wuee Valley Tredo# sad Labr C...i1 

inttrosomc ?"timr 

Ift..l estiass 

Watts Wu ftpIeyo Cascar Spec ial Prasr 

Uatt Der Nuscear Pesat 

Work Seqest or Wor Wasle 
LtW w qrvlm wLkf

_ _
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1.o CAASMCIj &trA.E 133MM 
The nectrical and Commoistotlos Skbctegory Is ceapsed of f• eployee 

cor .use, uitc raised eleves ilases pertsliml to the desip.  
cestructios, operstimo. Msd mlrteasuce of electrical lad cnme icstieo 
equlpmist. telated issres wre cfblm d tlte sis higor-order grop.  
called clewts, to aid is the lavettigaton sd walsties process.  

To locite the iss enad lers it tn Wtich a particular cocern Is 
evalusted, cotsalt the follovia sttacbtests: 

Attachmst A. Sucatesor Summry Table 

Attschmest 3. List of Cescer by taiest/Zssue 

1.1 lest 30.01 - Possible Lack of Vti ertitat C~a it s Com taesg 

The issues is this oeemet address the m* of trctha. yItche is a 
bread of heat-Asrink matrial *sed to insfate d waterproof 
electrical cossections.  

11 3t2..1--L - Poslblt Lack f VamrtiktL C+asctiosU a VattsU ka 
•clear Plant (W) ittl I blfsil kiet Itemrata lll PM m hotrM s 

The Cl was coCOrn that obdificatios ide to the S pp Metwrs 
is Wr snit 2 (i.t.. atorproflla of electrical cemctieas) my 
ot have bes made to the snit 1 p msotors.  

isue t 32.01-2 - IuadeMtsa PUtc ArsM icstei Profed<t r s 
Practices at set= 1w llJer Peant tim) 

06 CI stated that uetdelise fer e* el UyelU oa Class II werk 
are uncler and lastructlous are st cotstlst. Tw othfrs 
etteied the 4aequacy ef Itaelme applicetisa a particlar vale 

Rn. wZ.0-1- Iadusuo ,enits eof Iloctrical meter.. hae a 
aetmL zhtb Cnlsat tiater () Pa1 $ Setss at Relef e Weator tlo 

at $0.  

A CI thougt tte a"esta f electrical oastr bes - ICW pop 
otor wa us tdeqatoe.  

1.1 1a, t mf ,l7lj - in teno[n LW faltat Nble 

ft r-1 - o e f rata sad t satit 1  of Ile trial It t,,t We tSurt tarElu aMt If 
A €C tloted IStt a fIt pe lnf t *lgreli lte is Ithe olttlae at g 

al Wni ct 0ed usoLeselrp ctisne f rin*ti eart*rts,
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To pretet tbe cyclite of the dieel genretors d•rits msatlcipted 
eccurresa of oltege r4edstis, electr.cl bases alledlly wre 
operated at highl tlhe ert'? f ltnge ratilng. This practice -s 
allegedly stresitn equlpme•. poemnr by these bses sd as 
rndelag compoest Itft aS re liablitt. The CI's catern was that 
CW's electrieel bases ot e operated at higher thas Nrl oltage 
ratiags. tether CI tbhaght the euipmeat at SQO cold be 
potestially damsd because of operetli at high volftae.  

1.3 Glat 302.03 - Dbiscoset Pain Iam tLr al ?wruit Pot 

Ig -- 2•0•- - Disca iced Panm ISatr t s W eurit Pat 
ban- 3 

Oa CI belttied that ecurity persolt at Ml's SecrMity Plst 
Imbr 3 ceammt hear peagi ver th pleat ladspe amp e system 
becu se f a discooMsecC peaker at the rot. It was fear tlat 
this weld coamprL se the rspase tim et persaesl at pest 
amger 3 Is as emerly.  

1.4 gms31 2.04 M& - tns d.as Electrical h".IProblem 

ltse 302.094- -Eliectrical Shck lussard is - Ua Troasmt lee 

ae C reported hlvie rtceied a shock 1s toeclthg * aiger is the 
WI amernsey gas tratamet rt as *oletlea 75.  

an2 302W.06-2 - brea ms ft ladicatiess as Electrical eards 

CI stated that heMasta tohe belts to gre4 etors cat ses feale 
grtad lndicsti e that eyerhade as ectual gra4.  

the CI alleged tolat *Samaeet nres• d schedlt eer auility a d 
cited a• elamle is withei a sepa isr aistreted a cr to reo n 
flanm tic frm a 6 .9 cable tickh wa raised despite thc 
auperiser'Is ssertisl that it Ias ot.  

1.1 U.LUt L2 r' Cimsictteas ProblmfmA/l ssam e ole 

lea 30.m-1 t - sa. d tcL r fa t rt bald-sems Mt -l 

his is*o was rart fby s et aors that eIpressed a Me for 
msitoa l oeertoaes tkrovg*s t MW . OM CI be)ltterl Itt thee 
wre set eseti tei•hess to tlar te r ator point lc tles to 
etale persrael to report p•roblem tote sait eamisteer tih 
cntrelt r-e
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Another CI thought there was a need for additional phones, 

particularly in the annulus brea of unit 1. Other CIs believed that 

telephones should be placed outside of Gate G-5, between air lock 

doors A56 and AS?, and between air lock doors C19 and C20. Another 

CI desired to see additional telephone lines in the vital area 

access portal because of the required volume of communications 

there.  

Issue 302.05-2 - Inadequate Telephone Maintenance at UBN 

- A CI stated that many telephones throughout the power block (i.e., 

SReactor Building, Turbine Building, ard Auziliary Building) do not 

work. The person went on to say that telephones throughout the 

plant generally are not checked oftAnenough to verify working order.

1.6 Element 302.06 - Transfer Cana. Electrical Equipment 

Issue 302.06-1 - Discrepancy Between DrawinKs and Configur~th- of 

Electrical Eauiment in Fuel Transfer Canal at SqN

One CI stated that the configuratio.; of the electrical equipment in 

SQN's Fuel Transfer Canal is not according to the drawing. Another 

ZI believed that the Fuel Transfer System had been upgraded to a 

Quality Assurance (QA) Level II system without there being ayny 

"as-constructed" drawings.

2.6 EVPAL 

2.1

UATION PROCESS 

General Methodology 

Evalutoions for the elements in this subcategory were perforred 'nd 

documented in accordance with an approved Operations Category-'.  

Evaluation Plan by personnel Vbo-had been trained and qualified-b b 
TVA as evaluators. The evaluations were made for t'- specific 

circumstances and environment identi:ied in the concerns, as well i-

for implications or applicability -byrond the identified 

circumstances. Those elements identified for a particular plant 

were examined for generic implication/applicability to additional 
structures, oamponents, systems, features or processes at that plant 

or at other TVA nuclear plants.

---------- -- ~-

r! 

· e

c 
5
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2.2 Specific Methodology 

Applicable sections from the following baseline requirements 

documents were reviewed: Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 

50 (10 CFR 50); TVA Division Procedure DPM N7701; TVA Nuclear 

Quality Assurance Manual (NQAM); applicable TVA General Construction 

Specifications; FSARs lir WBN, SQN, BFN, and BLN; Technical 

Specifications for SQN, BFN. and BLN; applicable General Operating 

Instructions for SQN, BFN, and BLN; Area Plans for SQN and BLN; and 

applicable standard practices at WBN and SQN. To ensure consistency 

and implementation of the requirements found in these documents, the 

evaluators reviewed applicable Administrative Instructions (AI).  

Maintenance Instructions (MI), Surveillance Instructions (SI), 

Modifications and Additions Instructions (M&AI). Maintenance 

Requests (MR). Field Change Requests (FCR), Engineering Change 

Notices (ECN), preoperational test data, modifications workplans, 

Lnd TVA drawings. Evaluators reviewed files which had been 

expurgated by NRC, as well as applicable Licensee Event Reports 

(LER), vendor manuals, and reports of evaluations conducted 

previously by the Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS).  

SInformal interviews were conducted with cognizant personnel when 

required, either to verify document-based findings or to provide 

nondocument-based evaluation input. Interviews were conducted at 

the ccrporate level with personnel in the Division of Nuclear 
"'; ,- --. Enginoering (DNE). Interviews also were conducted at the various 

S... .'' plont ites with personnel from Public Safety, Construction, 

S--pejatiQns5 lectrical Maintenance, Electrical Modifications, 

-.ia,]ity Cyntrti, Training, Post Modifications Testing, and Design 

Ser triest ' dditionally, physical walkdowns were performed on 

insta~itd s licet at BFN and SQN, RHR pumps at WBN, ERCW 
pump sotar'jdnc iocu oxes at BLN. and electrical switchgear 

at SQN. .  

;-~- -* ' / ' :

3.0 fINDINGS

Generic applicability statemeents ore included only for ;oncerns which are 

classified as being potent •lv' asfety-oslated or aifeýy-significant as 

denoted on Attachment A.  

3.1 Elument 302.01 - Possible Lcak o:"•dtertigot Corduit ond Cotections 

Issue 302.'3-1 - Possible La( of aterýyi'.t "Connect io s-on 'BN 
Unit 1 RIR PMmp Motors - .

.- - I-
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The concern regarding possible lack of watertight conduit 
and 

connections on the WBN unit 1 Rile pump motors had been substantiated 
in 

a previous evaluation conducted by NSRS (1-85-338-WEN). 
A 

nonconforming conlition report (NCR 6224) had been written 
to correct 

the deficiencies in the unit 1 pump motors. However, the current 

evaluation determined that, before the NCR was performed, 
a 

modification was approved that requires all RHR pump motors to 
be 

removed and modified by Westinghouse. It was determined through field 

inspection that the spare RHR pump motors have been modified and 

installed in unit 1 with proper Raychem sleeves to preclude entry 
of 

water. The RHR pump motors removed from unit 1 are being modified and 

will be installed in unit 2 in accordance with M&AI-4, "Installation 

and Inspection of Cable Terminations." The current evaluation found 

that the concern was no longer substantiated.  

Conclusion 

The issue is factual, but corrective action was completed before 

the employee concerns evaluation.  

Generic Applicability 

This issue was determined to be specific and isolated to WBN. No 

other site evaluations are necessary.  

Issue 302.01-2 - Inadequate Raychem Application Procedures and 

Practices at SON 

The three concerns regarding procedures and practices in the use of 

Raychem products for covering cable terminations and splices at SQN 

were substantiated, and one safety-related issue was identified. The 

evaluation of the Raychem applications on a particular valve of concern 

showed that the adequtay of the installation had already been addressed 

by work request WR 102031 and had been corrected. However, visual 

inspection of a representative sample of recently performed 

terminations and splices determined the Raychem application on an 

environmentally qualified motor operatnr to be deficient. This finding 

was determined to constitute a nuclear safety-related issue since it 

could not be proven to be an isolated case. During the evaluation, 

IILAI-o, "Cable Termination, Splicing, and Repairing of Damaged Cable," 

was found to be very complex and unclear. &lti, documentation of 

material control for 10 CFR 50.49 equipment wat found to be weak.  

Nineteen of 26 work packages reviewed did not have the material form 

$75 attached, and no waivers of use of the form by section supervisors 

as permitted by SQM-2 had been documented. SIL of the work packages 

had referenced the wrong original purchase order number, thus making 

material traceability difficult.
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WBN 

The concern regarding procedural inconsistencies and 
inadequacies 

for selection and use of Raychem cable sleeves at SQN 
(TAK-85-O01) 

was evaluated for generic applicability to WBN. The concern was not 

substantiated, and no safety-related issues were identified. The 

applicable plant instructions {WI 57.14, MI 57.15, MI 57.99 
ST-7, and 

ESL 5.21) were found to provide sufficient direction for engineers 

and craftsmen to select end install Raychem applications 
properly.  

The instructions were found to provide a good example for the 
other 

TVA plants to use in revising their respective procedures.  

It was determined that retrieval of data from the WBN computerized 

historical file is difficult and inefficient. It was not possible 

to retrieYe-work packages-by specific work subjects or.to reL7ieve 

specific work package attachments. Since some data fieldF -- work 

package records (hard copy) are left blank or incorrectli completed, 

entries into the computer record are poorly categorized. Further. 1R2 

unique identifying numbers are not assigned to procedure attachments, 

thus complicating the recall of attachments from the data base.  

BFN 

The concern regarding procedural inconsistencies and inadequacies 

for selection and use of Raychem cable sleeves at SQN was evaluated 

for generic applicability to BFN. The concern was substantiated, 

and safety-related issues were identified. Numerous deficient 

applications of Raychem were found during the evaluation, 
and 

numerous deficiencies were identified in applicable construction 

specifications. standard drawings, and implementing instructions.  

The magnitude and extent of these deficienAcs did not provide 

sufficient assurance that all applications of Raychem in the 
plant 

were adequate.  

It was determ.'ed that applicable Raychem requirements from 
General 

Construction Specifications G-4 and G-38, and the BF1 Electrical 

Standard Drawings had not been acequstely incorporated into 

modifications and electrical maintenance instructions. These 

deficiencies were determined to stem from an inadequate source 

document implementation program between DNE and BFN. General 

Construction Specification G-4 did not reference the Electrical 

Standard Drawings. The Electrical Standard Drawings were found to 

contain a confusing assortment of Raychem and TVA requirements.  

Updated vendor information from Raychem had been partially 

incorporated into drawings by DNE, but BFN line managers had 
not 

been informed that these drawings opplied-to their plant and th&t 

they had been revised.
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Specific deficiencies %jeze louind witb tbvriodi~ai Wand J-, 5 
electrical maintenanceinstrtuctiihfl8. Firs't 'umier~ous errors and 
inconsistencies were 6unwi4 IA-the istruet--" 
been addressed by the- sit&,Pio'cid'.res 3pjradi".P~rogram. 

Second, it was founc ~ttreJ emerts tbeae insructions for 
environmentally quaili-iev worb~ere-not eavi-2y.41 '.ilngui~hed- from 
instructions for-T nrkiliku wo k. iird-, th-e guldaridef f romd
Raychem's Applieatjico ýUide had z_61-sr beib~noprt';ft 
modifications-Aý4 elfctr-ica *Laintea'anc6 invtruction&.." This behid', 
been due pri~rArla -t'tile iact that:-PAychea haJ.-been ¶uvnditg! only,.  
its Product Ivs:6el 4f'kornand,11naveeittom Guideý witbý it's' i~hi';ppd 
materials butlid.-iait beep*', d VupliIiOGZd-. 'This baid.  
created awrn irrsinp~t4fh-n wob-derii'enual had- e'xistieo * 

It was dete&.ined' thatBal~s-j' nhor vfi' control- progrsa les- 7bee; 
Indqaeý-lu issuit 'p4ated-iif ormati-6Ia f rom revii i 0' s -tc. the .' 

Raychem mahuals. pdt~ai~iorma;L1ofi from' Raychem had-been
partially :jicorporq1,A ii o-ll.&ria- -Stinder'~rDrtvoings by ?'ýbutc.  
had not been pefio0.1ta~li.y Intvr'jioreted Into~jgpper-tler docuaents,
modifications 4pstrtco~S ad-eet~a uitnno I4 
instructions.-, Alsdfvi'tAe ortlo disignz-ottput 8ocwuentisJwa
found to be.-,nadeoutte.. --Y* partidýIga- mazaalt, otiElectriiiL.  

Standard Driwinf. were f oid -to, hat' -YA1 ~'f&or Qwrtdatel drawizs .

A qualif ics'iua trainfing -prograq-for hg~dn andii-Eorninaitinie.bj 
was found i nýplacasv'wich-vorbtained upAe~tp,4'Raychern iifprzaat! an 
This pror.-tm appeared to be the only-zaeim' by vh';b-:A~ rsonne1 cotld 
obtain anid undf4~tand *4l:Eaychtz-requireients;-, -~ * 

At the time -of the evsiuaIAJn, tbif Enritronmetital Qual IrI cat i ov- ~EQ) 
staff was !ý6und to 'r jurpect)tt jIunction bo~xes,. ;9ndults. s-ai 
panels aza -to be jibtto-&raphinf' polices and-termizavions. I a 
determinct'that cii.wEQ staff.' photogrAphs, iar,* identified several 
inadequate O.Spl!,CeL and ter~t;aticnr., -ouaiezufncieptance : 

criteria for-ogicen ark terminatio1ns is in" pcressb•twE 
staff. '" 

BLN 

The concern re~jrdrng pracedurzl.'noýAsli~tencits and isideiguacies for 
selection anir -use,,of Rayc-bea cis~le s3'vevis--7si SQN~wiv tval¶4ted for 
generic applicsb~lity -to BLS.ý The -cpzcernuwes suou.taml at~e4,I but 
since* no Raycjenuseals hav&-L be4n, inst . lied byNUC PR pqrirnnel, 
there isno_ impact oiq A:*eij, -Tht. oe,.uetor'found~t~hatE~ectrical IR2 
SLtndard Drawings ard -a - mallnvealance 
Instruction (EMI-2704) tvi peioe di' "ns.81-44 them s&e4ls 
in accordance with vencdov instructions~... These, *u.-46r Instructions 
and their subvi~uent chan~~?t.are."io routinelyV'rviewed by plant 
personnel before, Use. -7
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.-. Th t, bee is-~iinprEam ineplace at BLN to review changes to vendor 

S -, 'installatrloe nstructions. Therefore, it vas detarmined that the 
r ctcrren: apicable TVA drawliCs and ;.ant- instructions permit-use of 

S , vend oinstructions which haveonot been reviewed for adequacy and for 

*": .: ' ', pact on safety before use.  

S-- Conclusion 

SFr the two conce'rs related to a specific Raychem installation at 

rQN: this evaluation determined thst the issue was factual and 

' .idetifies a problem for which 'correctiYe action is being taken.  

SFor the general con:ern regarding the Raychem installation 

Sprocedures, this.evalustion concluded that at SQN, BFN and BLN the 
S' issue is valid and represents a problem for-which corrective 
artioi has-been or is being taker. At WBN,.tke issue itself does not 

Srprosent a-problem, but as a result of the employee concerns 
S.evaluatia a problem was discovered for which corrective action was 

Sinitiated.  

G neric Applicabilty 

Concerns HAS-S5-002 and MRS-8S-OS5 described a :ondition which was 

unique t. Sequoyah, thus r. evaluation was required at other sites. 

Concern TAK-85-001 described a. generlc issue which was evaluated at 

all sites.  

Issue 302.01-3 Inadequate Mountint of Electrical Motor Boxes on 

Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW) Pump-totors at BIN 

-LN 

- .The concern regarding the adequacy of the mounting of electrical 
. motor boxes on ERCW pump motors was not substantiated. Inspection 

of the motors and review of a memo from DN' Wcchanical to BLW 

- Engineering (RINS 844 850906 020) revealed that the boxes in question 

were the motor terminal boxes whicn.fMnltor bearing temperatures.  
The memo and its backup informatiut (ro MS B44 850723 502) relate that 

th. Mechanical Engineering Sertgon and-General Electric Company had 

not considered these tormir.al bo:ea in the ERCW seismic analysis

because failure of the temainA•l:boxes would not affect, operation of 

the cotors. Therefork, tfhe -lectrical motor terminal boxes had not 

required siaesic supports, 4nd their current mounting was found 

adequate.  

Conclusion 

The issue cannot be verified as factual.  

Generic Applltabii1i
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Theaoncern wis evalusted at the site ol tonctrn (BLN) 
and ifund to 

bep no: alid.. No othcr site evaluations ate necessary.  

3.2 E:ei~nnt 302 02 - Five ietercet Low Voltage Problems 

Issue 302.32-j. : Ti I'oper Operation and kegulation of Electrical 

Bu.eL ft SQN ant BFN

The concerns refrrdian impionor electrical bus operation and 

regulation at SQN ano potential equipment -d&age as a result of 

station o6ervoltage were substantiated, and safety-related issues 

were identified. Defiiiencies noted during the evaliation involved 

varyisn degrees of iardequate implementation of d3sikn requiratents, 

inadequate operational contrios, and inadequate, equipnent 

performance.  

Inadequate implementation of design requirements was evidenced by 

conflicting information In upper-tier documente and by changes in 

upper-tier documents inot eing reflected-in implementing.  

procedures. The SQN FSAR-vis found to conflict with Division 

Procedure DPM N7701 in the SQN Area Pitr with resect to the 

setpoint at which there is an autcmatic transfer of power from the 

6.9-kV switchboard to an alternate source of AC powr. The FSAR 

reflects the actual Cesign, wh)3e theDPM does not." Refercnces in 

DPM N'701 to ANSI Standard C.d4-1. ".M~oican UtJnael Standrd 

Voltage Rating for Electric PowoerSystens a•fd £quipment (o0hz.," 

are out of date. Also, data in SQKN Geh ral Opeoating Instruction 
GOI-6G, "Apparatus Operations," conflict wýit information :in DPH 

N7701 and Standard Practice SQO 39, "SON - AC&AuxiliEry Power Systemi 

Operating Instructions and Transformer VoltaLe Tap Sett ins." -

With rbspect to inadequate operational controls, a revi-Y of 

Surveillance Instruction SI-3, "Daily, Weekly, andl Monthy Lcg,,".  
documented numerous instances where the ..9-kV and 480-volt shutdown 

boards had been operated at excessivýy high voltage. There was i 

lack of adequate acceptance criteria written into SI-3 to alert the 

persons conducting the surveillance concerning these high voltages.  

There were also numerous administrative errors found in the SI-3 

data packages, such as blank or missing data sheets, missi~g dats 

and check marks, or initials substituted for data. There was no 

evidence that corrective action as detailed in SQN GCI-63 nad over 
been taken when safety-related board voltage limits had been 

exceeded. Operators should have lowered bus voltage in response to 

S high bus voltage readings. Finally with respect Co operational 
controls, no SQN instruction was found to define and identify 
responsibilities for assigning transformer taps.
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With respect to inadequata equipment performance, SI-3 data showed 

that cegraded voltage conditicns of sufficient magnitude had 

occurred on the 6.9-kV shutdown boards which should have caused the 

diesel generators to start automatically and to commence powering 

the shutdown boards. However, a review of LER data did not reveal 

any automatic diese] generator startups coinciding with the degraded 

voltage conditions on the 6.9-kV shitdown boards. Discussion with 

cognizant DPSO personnel confirmed correct operation and calibration 

of the degraded voltage relays in the Shutdown doards.  

Several conclusions were drawn as a result of the evaluation of this 

- concern. First; the SQN FSAR, DPM N7701, SQO-39, GOI-6G. and SI-3 

need to be updated and made consistent with each other. Second, 

severe voltage deviations from normal on both the 6.9-kV and the 

480-vnlt shutdown boardr may have caused degradation in the 

equipmjrot powered from tlhee boards. Third, there may be a 

deficiency in the diesel generators' circuity preventing them from 

automatically staLting when degraded voltage conditions exist on the 

6.9-kV shutdown boards.  

BFN 

The concern regarding improper electrical bus operation and 

regulation at BFN was substantiated, and safety-related issues were 

identified. The concern regarding potential equipment damage as a 

result of station overvoltage a' SQN was evaluated for generic 

applicability to BFN and was substantiated also.  

It was determinid that shutdown boards had-been operated at BFN at 

voltages higher than normal ratings. However, it was not 

substantiated that BFN personnel had been intentionally operating 

electrice. buses at higher than normal ratings in order to 

compensate for anticipated five-percent voltage drops. A random 

inspection of voltage readings taken on the 4-LV shutdown boards 

between November 1980 and August 1986 showed some voltages to be in 

excess o0 4.4-kV, which is the upper limit prescribed by industry 

standard ANSI C.84-1 and endorsed by the BFN Area Plan N7701 and the 

BFN FSAR. The magnituds of these overvoltage conditions had not 

been gieat enough to cause any equipment failures. Engineering 

judgement cautions, however, that some degree of degradation of 

equipment relieoility and shortening of equipment useful life may 

have occurred because of the operation at high voltages.  

During the evaluation several specific deficiencies were noted in 

BFN upper-tier documents. First, the BFN Area Plan N7701 was found 

to conflict with thL BFN FSAR with respect to the description of bbw 

transfers to alternate power sources occur during degraded voltage 

conditions. Second, the RFN Area Plan N7701 contradicts ANSI C84.1 

with respect to minimum voltage limits for emergency operation in 
the 4-kV shutdown boards.
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Third, the degraded voltage seLpoint presented in the BFN Area Plan 

N7701, the BFN FSAR, and the BFN Technical Specifications is lower 

than the minimum voltage limit of ANSI C84.1. Fourth, the BFN FSAR 

was found to contain illegible drawings.- Finally, it was determined 

that the BFN FSAR neither commits to nor takes exception to ANSI 

C64.1. There was no documented justification for not completely 

endorsing ANSI C84.1 voltage limits in the FSAR.  

With respect to instructions reviewed during the evaluation, SI-2, 
"Instrument Checks and Observations," was found not to provide for 
recording either the 480-volt shutdown board voltages or breaker 
alignments. However, the BFN Alarm Response Procedure was found to 
be a well-prepared and useful instruction.  

WBN 

The concerns regarding improper electrical bus operation and regulation 
at SQN and BFN, and potential equipment damage as a result of station 
overvoltage at SQN were evaluated for generic applicability to WBN.  
The concerns were substantiated, and safety-related issues were 
identified. Review of SI-3 data sheets revealed that 4s0-volt shutdown 
board voltages periodically have been in excess of the safe operatin.  
voltage limits prescribed by ANSI C84.1-1970, "American National 
Standard Voltage Ratings for Electrical Power Systems and Equipment 
(60Hz)," and by Supplement ANSI C84.1a-1973. These periodic 
excessive voltages have been occurring for two main reasons . First, 
various safety-related transformer taps at WBN are s't to step up bus 
voltage by as much as five percent. Therefore, when *he 161.k7 and 
500-kV grids which supply the shutdown boards have been operated above 
nominal voltage values, excessive voltages on the 480-volt shutdown 
boards have resulted. Second, SI-3 does not list any acceptance 
criteria for voltage levels on the shutdown boards. Because of this, 
no action has been taken to reduce 480-volt shutdown board voltage when 
it has been high daring conduct of the SI.  

During tne course of the evaluation, two TVA upper-tier 
documentr--Division Procedure TVA DPM N7701 and the WBN FSAR--were 
found not to be in agreement with respect to the voltage setpoint at 
which automatic transfer to alternate powe- sources occurs. Also, 
three copies of the WBN FSAR scheratic describing the degraded voltage 
circuitry logic were found to be illegible on the right side of the 
page. These two specific deficiencies were referred to subcategory 307 
within the Operations Category for evaluations.  

BLN 

Tho concerns regarding improper electrical bus operation and regulation 
at SQN anr BFN, and potential equipment damage as a result of station 
overvoltage .t SQN were evaluated for generic applicability to BLN.
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The concerns were substantiated, and safety-related issues were 
identified. The evaluator observed voltages on the 6.9-kV shutdown 
boards which are in excess of ANSI C84.1 limits and which could cause 
equipment failure .id degradation of equipment reliability in the long 
term. It was determined that the 6.9-kV and 480-volt shutdown board 
voltages are not routinely mnnitored and that no automatic bus 
transfers are initia.ed on an overvoltage condition. The automatic 
transformer tap changer was documented to have regulated voltage above 
the overvoltage alarm setpoi:t, resulting in overvoltage alarm 
problems.  

During the evaluation sever4a problem areas were noted in BLN 
upper-tier documents and implementing instructions. The BLN Area Plan 
1403 (DPH N7301), t0. BLN General Operating Instruction BLGOI-01-11, 
PSO Setting Sheet 5929, and the BLN FSAR were found to conflict with 
the BLN Technical Spefifications with respect to degraded voltage 
setpoints. The FSAR does not state a position with respect to ANSI 
C84.1. The Technical Specifications do not provide for 6.9-kV and 
480-volt bur voltage record keeping to be performed at regular 
intervals. Also needs for editorial corrections were identified in the, 
FZAR, in BLGOI-O1-11, and in a BLN PSO maintenance instruction.  

Conclusion 

The issue is factual and presents a prcblem for which corrective 
action ha' been or i. being taken for all plants.  

3.3 Element 302.03 - Disconnected Paging Speaker at Security Post 
Number 3 

Istue 302.03-1 - Disconnected Paging Speaker at WBN Security Post 
Number 3 

The concern regarding a disconnected paging speaker at WBN Security 
Post Number 3 was determined to be a statement of fact but no 
specific deficiencies were identified. Neither hazard control 
instructior. HCI G-12 nor TVA paging drawing 55N13001 establishes a 
requirement for loud.peakers at post number 3. Discussion with the 
cognizant Public Safety Security Chief revealed that the plant 
general paging system is not used for security purposes and that 
communication with post number 3 is established by radio or by 
telephone.  

Conclusion 

The issue is factually accurate, but what it describes is not? a 
condition requiring corrective action.

3.4 Element 302.04 - Ground and Electrical Shock Problems
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Issue 302.04-1 - Electrical Shock Hazard in WBN Gas Treatment Room 

The concern regarding an electrical shock hazard in the WBN 

emergency gas treatment room was not substantiated. The evaluator 

and a WBN electrician checked conduit and hangers in the room for 

electrical potential, and none wai found.  

Conclusion 

The issue cannot be verified as factual.  

Generic Applicability 

This concern was evaluated at tne site of concern (WBN) an' found 
to be not valid. No other site evaluations are necessary.  

Issue 302.04-2 - Erroneous Ground Indications on Electrical Boards 
at SON 

SO; 

The concern regarding erroneous ground indications on electrical 
boards at SQN was substantiated, but no safety-related issues were 
identified. Discussions with cognizant operations personnel 
revealed that th.-potential for partial false ground indications on 
the 480-volt electrical boards have existed because of bulbs of 
different types being installed in the ground detector. This finding 
was determined not to be safety-related for two reasons. First, the 
ground detectors are able to distinguish between partial grounds ai.d 
full -rounds. Second, the 480-volt boards are equipped with 
ovorcurrent protective reljays.  

During the evaluation no procedures were found to exist for 
replacing the ground detector bulbs or for conducting corrective 
maintenance on board grounds.  

WBN 

The conce:n regarding erroneous ground indications on electrical 
boards at SQN was evaluated for generic applicability to WBN and was 
substantiated; however, no safety-related issues were identified.  
Ground detectors on the WBN 480-volt boards were satisfactorily 
inspectud and tested by a WBN electrician. During the evaluation a 
cognizant maintenance foreman agreed that replacement of ground 
detector bulbs in sets of three from the same box could eliminate 
the possibility of problems with false ground indications. A 
recommenestion to establish this practice was forwarded in a CATD 
for WBN line management to evaluate.
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Conclusion 

For SQN, the issue was factual and represented a problem for which 

corrective action has been, or is being, taken as a result of the 

employee concerns evaluation. For VBN, the issue is not currently 

a problem, but due to the potential for false ground indications, 

corrective action was init:',t(d.  

Generic Applicability 

Although there were findings relative to the concern, the findings 
were not of a safety-related nature. As no significant issues were 
4dentified, no evaluations were performed at BFN or'BLN.  

Issue 302.04-3 - Removal of Flammastic from Energized Cables 

WBN 

The concern regarding a maintenance crew being assigned to cut 
flanmastic off of energized 6.9kV cables was not substantiateJ. A 
maintenance supervisor stated that procedures require a workplan and 
a hold order on the cables whenever flammastic is removed. Further, 
he stated that, to his knowledge, no breakdown cf procedures resulting 
in a situation like that described by the CI had ever occurred.  

The Construction Category Report 10900 evaluated a concern on 
removal of flammastic coating u.ing sharp instruments. The concern 
did not allege thaL the procedure had been used on enrerized 
cable5. The evaluation determined that the NRC had identified a 
problem with cable damage related to flammastic removal in 1984.  
DNC revised procedures MAI-14 and WBN-QCP-1.55 to ensure cables were 
not damaged by knives. Management and Personnel Subcategory Report 
70600 provides assurance that the issue of management lack of 
attention to quality waE "not factual." 

Conclusion 

The issue cannot be verified as factual 

Generic Applicability 

The concern was evaluated at the site of concern (WBN) and found to 
be not valid. No other site evaluations are necessary.  

3.5 Element 3t2.05 - Communications Problems/Inadequacies (WbN)

Issue 302.05-1 - Inadequate Numbcr of Telerhones it WBN
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The six concerns relating to the adequacy of inplant telephone 
communications capabilities at WBN either were not substantiated or 
were found to be true and to present no problem. No safety-related 
issues were identified, and no corrective action was required.  

The concern regarding inadequate communication capabilities from remote 
plant areas was not substantiated. Personnel from Operations 
Construction, and Maintenance agreed that adequate numbers of operating 
telephones are provided in the plant to report problems to the control 
room and to the shift engineer's office. It was found that individuals 
may offer suggestions for areas in the plant requiring telephones by 
submitting a maintenance request or Telephone Request Form.  

The concern that additional telephones are needed in the vital access 
portal to prevent overload of radio frequencies in emergency situations 
was not substantiated. Public Safety Personnel reported that radios are 
the primary means of communications in an emergency situation and that 
personnel are ordered to clear the frequencies, except for emergency 
communication, during time- of emergency. Because .-elephones were found 
to be used only as a backup to radios during eme:gencies, it was concluded 
that additional telephones in the vital access portal would be a 
convenience rather than a reiuirement.  

The concern regarding inadequate telephones in the annulus was not 
substantiated. In'a previous evaluation of this concern, WBN line 
management had conducted a walkdown to identify the communication 
equipment in the annulus. Telephones had been found installed in four of 
seven annulus platforms and telephone jacks had been located on each 
p'atform. Even though line management had considered these provisions to 
be rdequate, as an enhancement additional telephones had been added to the 
three platforms that had no telephones.  

-The concern stating that a telephone is required at gate G-5 in case of an 
accident was nrot :,;bstsntiated. Two telephones near gate G-5 were fourj, 
and there was an alternate gate for entering back into the site area in 
case of an accident 

The concern that telephones should be placed within two sets of air lock 
doors in case employees become trapped between the doors was not 
substantiated. The evaluator verified that personnel cannot be trapped 
between these doors during a power failure because manual means of escape 
are provided for each set of doors. It was concluded that the addition of 
a telephone within either set of doors wodid be only for convenience.  

Conclusion 

The issue :uld lot be verified as factual.

Issue 301 0- -. - Inadequate Telephone Maintenance at WBN
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Generic Applicability 

Concern SQP-85-004-002 was evaluated at WBN and SQN because of the 
similarity of fuel transfer system design. Concern SQP-86-011-O01 
was evaluated at SQN only and found not valid. No cther site 
evaluations are necessary.  

4.0 COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICANCE 

Analysis of the specific deficiencies and their immediate causes revealed 
two significant problem areas with the potential to seriously degrade the 
technical adequacy of major plant components: 

* Lack of corporate control over vendor supplied materials and 
instructionr; design, modification, and maintenance practices; and 
proper application of Raychem products.  

* Lack of corporate and plant control over bits operating voltages, design 
requirements, and implementation of design standards through operating 
procedures.  

The first area of deficiency cited above is evident in the numerous 
specific deficiencies and inconsistencies found in specifications, 
instructions, drawings, and work packages. There is no effective control 
mechanism to ensure that vendor information and product usage guides are 
integrated with design, construction, and riintenance processes. The 
issue of experience review and exchange of ,ýrormation between plants is 
discussed in subcategory report OP 33700.  

The problems surrounding the bus overvoltage situation are symptomatic of 
an overall failure to control design, operating, and maintenance 
processes. Even though overvoltages had been recorded during normal 
surveillance processes, no action was taken. No controls were In place to 
ensure that technical requirements were clearly indicated in instructions, 
nor were their controls to initiate corrective action for deficient 
conditions foune during surveillance.  

5.0 ROOT CAUSE, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

Sections 3.0 and 4.0 discubsed the specific findings for each of the 
element evaluations of this subcategory and their collective 
significance. This section presents the results of the independent reviow 
and analysis done on these specific element-level findings to identify the 
most frequently occurring and widespread root causes at-the subcategory 
level. Patterns of recurring findings called symptoms were derived from 
elements.
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These symptoms were tested for root causes, and the root causes for all 
elements were then analyzed collectively to identify which occurred most 
frequently and at the most sites. Details of the symptoms and root causes 
derived for each element are presented in Attachment D, "Summary of 
Symptoms and Root Causes." 

The review and analysis of the symptoms and root causes taken collectively 
points to five significant root causes in the subcategory: 

a. Various electrical procedures lack specifics to perform the task, are 
incomplete, or fail to incorporate all technical requirements (WBN, 
SQN, BFN, BLN) 

b. There are inadequate acceptance criteria defined in various electrical 
procedures to ensure satisfactory task completion (WBN, SQN, BFN, BLN) 

c. Adequate systems, processes, or administrative controls are lacking in 
electrical activities to ensure that commitments are reflected in 
procedures and processes (WBN, SQN, BFN, BLN) 

d. Controls for review of results related to electrical activities are 
inadequate to ensure compliance with commitments related to electrical 
activities (WBN, SQN, BFN) 

o. Personnel lack Lnderstanding of regulatory requirements or commitments 
(WBN, SQN, BLN) 

These five subcategory-level negative findings derived from root cause 
analysis are supported by various element-level findings at all TVA 
nuclear plants. The first negative fi,.ding is supported by (a) the 
complexity of M&AI-7 at SQN (section 3.1), (b) SI-3 at SQN lacking 
adequate acceptance criteria and containing numerous administrative errors 
(section 3.2), and (c) the existence of Raychem procedures at BLN that 
simply reference vendor instructions (section 3.1). For the second 
negative finding, there were (a) inadequate acceptance criteria in the 
applicable SI at WBN for voltage levels on shutdown boards (section 3.2), 
and (b) inadequate acceptance criteria defined at BFN for performing cable 
splices and terminations (section 3.1). Examples supporting the third 
negative finding include (a) the inadequate source document implementation 
program between DNE and BFN (section 3.1), and (b) changes in upper-tier 
documents dealing with electrical bus voltage regulation not being 
reflected in lower-tier documents at SQN (section 3.2). For the fourth 
negative finding, there was (a) a deficient application of Raychem coating 
found on an environmentally qualified motor operator at SQN (section 3.1), 
and (b) evidence of insufficient reviews of SI-3 data at SQN to identify 
out of specification voltage readings (section 3.2). With respect to the 
fifth negative findings, (a) transformer taps at WBN were set such that 
voltages on 480-volt shutdown boards exceeded maximum limits (section 
3.2), and (b) transformer taps at BLN were designed such that overvoltage 
conditions exist on 6.9-kV shutdown boards (section 3.2).
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Corrective Action Tracking Documents (CATDs) were not issued specifically 

on these subcategory-level root causes. It was believed that corrective 
actions being taken already by line management as part of the cummitments 

made in the Nuclear Performance Plan were helping to address these root 
causes. However, line management was expected to use the 
subcategory-level root cause information as an aid in preparing 
corrective action responses to subcategory-level CATDs that would preclude 
recurrence of the deficiency noted. The ECTG's proceis for judging the 
adequacy of line corrective action responses to subcategory-level CATDs 
included a determination of how well the applicable root causes were 
addressed by the response.  

The significant root causes for all subcategories in the-operations 
category provided part of the i:put for determining programmatic areas of 
weakness at the category level and the associated causes. In the 
operations category report, these programmatic weaknesses and associated 
causes are presented along with a discussion of how they are being 
corrected through implementation of the Nuclear Performance Plan and 
other corrective action programs.  

6.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

6.1 Corrective Action at the Element Level 

6.1.1 Element 302.01 - Possible Lack of Watertight Conduit and 
Connections 

WBN 

CATDs 30201-WBN-01 and 30201-WBN-02 were issued to WBN line 
management to identify enhancements for the computerized 
historical file. CATD 30201-WBN-01 noted that retrieval of 
work package data by specific subject is difficult. CATD 
30201-WBN-02 stated that certain procedure attachments are 
not uniquely identified to allow for entry into the 
computerized historical file. Corrective action for these 
CATDs is as follows: 

"Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WIBN) Document Control (DCU) has 
not had a request to retrieve by the parameters indicated 
in the CATD 302.01. We can develop a code to enter a 
vendor such as RAYCHEM into the "Vendor" and/or "Keyword" 
fields that are now available. We can add additional 
information into the document reference field (DXREF) to 
facilitate retrieval.
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"However, the sections developing the record must indicate 
who is the vendor, what the keyword is, and what procedure, 
document, etc., is involved for this information to be 
entered." 

"A task group will be formed to evaluate the adequacy of 
the WBN computerized data systems pertaining to maintenance 
activities. This task group will make recommendations to 
modify the systems in the areas identified that would 
requirp enhancements and better utilize the system 
available. The following items will be considered as a 
minimum: 

I.- Data input and output formats 

2. File identifiers (for entry/retrieval) 

3. "Keyword" usefulness 

4. Input/output procedures 

5. System for assuring that needed files are 
computerized.  

"This task group shall consist of at least members from the 
maintenance sections, and the ijocument Control Unit (DCU).  

(Note - also see CAP 30904-WBN-01 for more information.) 
(T41 870216 878)" 

"The Electrical Maintenance Section contacted Document 
Control Unit (DCU) personnel to identify the format they 
use for computer entry. At present only the procedure 
number is entered. The Electrical Maintenance Section 
recently changed these standard tests in KI-57.99.7. Tue 
attachments to these instructions are individually 
identified as selection gul±es or termination sheets.  

In two CATDs sent to SQN line management, (30201-SQN-01 and 
30201-SQN-02) several recommendations were made regarding 
Raychem procedures and practices. The acceptable response to 
these CATDs received from SQN line management was as 
follows:
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"In response to IE Information Notice 86-53 and the 
Environmental Qualification program, Sequoyah will have an 
inspection program for Raychem applications. This work 
activity can be found in the unit 2 Project/2 network as 
zone 3144. The present duration is indeterminato until the 
program is defined by the Division of Nuclear 
Engineering." 

"SQM-2 and AI-19 are quite specific in the requirements of 
material traceability, including 10 CFR 50.49 equipment.  
The procedures comply with the requirements of SQA-173, 
"Environmental Qualification Program." Training classes 
will be conducted to reemphasize, the requirements of AI-19 
and SQM-2 for material traceability. These classes should 
becompleted by December 12, 1986." 

"Section 7.0 of M&AI-7 describe. Raychem installation 
instructions. M&AI-7 is indexed to describe splices and 
terminations of various sizes and types of cables. These 
sections reference applicable stanerd drawings to be 
followed. It is not practical to have onw %rocedure to 
describe the splice or termination and another procedure to 
execute the splice or termination." 

"Electrical Maintenancs will review M&I-7 and propose 
improvements to the procedure. The Electrical Maintenance 
Supervisor expects to complete this review by January 30, 
1987. If revisions to che procedure are necessary, this 
should be completed by March 30, 1987." 

BFp 

CATD 30201-BFN-01 r.quested corrective action to improve the 
control of design output documents onsite. Response is as 
follows: 

"Missing procedures from Document Control Station 
(Trailer Number 16) listed on the above CATD 30201-BFN-01 
have booeen requested, received, and filed in appropriate 
books. An audit has been scheduled with a completion date of 
February 28. 1987 on all Controlled Manuals located in 
Trailer 16. A chain shall be installed by February 28, 1987 
to rope off the Document Control Area."
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"A letter has been initiated to all supervisors to inform 

their employees during working hours, (7:00 a.m. to 

3:30 p.m.) all material must be checked out/in by a DCC 

employee. Material needed after 3:30 p.m. or on weekends 

must be requested from the technical library, AIB 

extension 2898. These actions should correct and prevent 

recurrence of the subject condition." 

Additional corrective action was requested to improve the 

plant procedures related to Raychem. Twelve specific 

deficiencies were outlined by CATD 30201-BFN-02: 

1. Requested revision of various procedures-to resolve 

inconsistencies. Response is as follows: 

"The control copy of the Raychem Vendor data shall be 

maintained by DNE-EEB-Central Staff and the information 

contained therein be disseminated to the projects by 

design output document, General Construction 

Specification G-38 and Standard Drawings SD-E12.S.3 

through SD-E12.5.9. These documents should be the cnly 

documents used for input of Raychem splice related 

information into Browns Ferry Specific procedures KAI-45 

and EMI-S8. NTE-129 should be used for training and 

shall reference MAI-45, EMI-58. standard drawings 1 

SD-E12.5.3 through SD-E12.5.9 G-38 and the Raychem 

application guide All modification and maintenance 

personnel shall be trained by NTE-129 and retrained for 

any revision to any of these documaents. MAI-13 has been 

cancelled and removed from all document control stations.  

MAI-18, and BF-17R are no longer applicable and shall 

either be cancelled or shall have any reference to the 

application of Raychem materials deleted and replaced by 

references to either MAI-4S or EMI-58. G4 should refer 

to the use of 6-38 for BFNP." 

2. Requested clarification of procedures which describe the 

use of scotch 70 tape with Reychem - Response is a& 

follows: 

"General Construction Specification 6-38 

Section 3.4.3.1.1 allows the use of Scotch 70 tepe for 

non-class IE cable applications with an overall Raychem 

WCSF-N Sleeve, unless otherwise noted on Design 

Drawings. Class 1 Standard Drawings do not allow the 

use of Scotch 70 tape. The Scotch 70 tipe is rated for 

use up to 180 degrees C and the overall Raychem Sleeve is 

to provide protection against moisture. Non-class IE 

splices would not be qualified for a loss of coolant 
accident (LOCA) or main steam line break (ESLB), harsh
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envirouaent. EHI 58.2 is in error, an outer jacket of 

Raychem WCSF-N material is required as specified in 

G-38. The EMI-13 series of procedures shall be revised, 

as stated in the CA for CATD-30201-BFN-05 items 6-10.  

MAI-13 has been cancelled and superceded by MAI-45.  

3. Requested DNE approval for the Raychem Vendor Manual.  

Response is as follows: 

"The Raychem manual was approved by DNE Nvveaber 10. 1986 

(822 861112 005, B22 861112 006), however it shall not be 

used to install Raychem materials, or referenced by BVNMP 

plant procedures, after the revision to G-38, as stated 

in item Al above." 

4. Requested incorporation of the Raychem manual into the 

DNE vendor manual control program response is as follows: 

"Vendor Manual approval was implemented November 1, 1986, 

by issue of P1-86-27. All Raychem manuals, literature 

and updates or revisions to these documents shall be 

reviowed by ONE and incorporated into G-38 which shall be 

TVA's controlling document as stated in item 1 above.  

This manual has been reviewed and approved by ONE as 
stated in item 3 above." 

5. Requested revision of a standard drawing to resolve a 

conflict with the Raychem Manual. Response is as follows: 

"Standard drawing SD-E12.5.3 was generated as an 

instruction for applying 3M splice kits, not Raychem 

kits. (Note 2) The application of Raychem products does 

not qualify this splice for a harsh environment, HELB or 
LOCA. Note 7 on this drawing allows the use of a Raychem 

kit as an alternative to the 3H kit shown on the drawing 
and refers to manufacturers instructions for 
installation. If an "N" type Raychem kit was purchased 
and the instructions included in the kit were followed a 
HELU qualifiable splice could be made, however this was 

not the intent of this drawing. Each cable splicing 
standard drawing shall be annotated with I!s applicable 
environmental conditions."
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6. Requested revision of a Standard Drawing to resolve a 

conflict with the Raychem manual. Response is as follows: 

"The requirement for 1/4 inch overlap on SD-ER.5.6 my be 
relaxed per note F on the same drawing. These are two 

separate drawings which address different voltage levels." 

7. Requested revision to a Standard Drawint to clarify 

splice requirements. Response is as follows: 

"Yes, see response to item ." 

8. Requested revision to a Standard Drawing to clarify 

requirements. Response is as follows: 

"The termination shown on SD-E12.5.4 is representative of 
a mediua voltage termination in a mild environment. If 

qualified termination is required, it should be 
accomplished in accordance with SD-E12.5.5-1. Terminal 
lugs should not be exposed to free air in a harsh 
environment." 

9. Requested revision to a Standard Drawing to clarify 
requirements. Response is as follows: 

"Concur with comment. It should be anted that smdium 
voltage terminations are not qualified for a LOCA.  
Details A sad I are not qualified for a LOCA/KELB.  
Standard Drawings are scheduled for a general revision to 
incorporate the resolution of Raychem problem. This 
revision will be issued by October 5, 1987." 

10. Requested ONE action to address splicing of rubber 
insulated cable. Response is as follows: 

"G-38, Section 3.4.3.1.1 states that class 11 Cable 
Splices and terminations shall be made is accordance with 
SD-E12.5.6, SD-E12.5.7-1, and SD-E12.S.7-2.  

"Iulti-conductor Cable Splices for class it cables shall 
be installed in accordance with SD-E12.S.S according to 
6-31. Section 3.4.1.2.'
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11. Requested revision to a Standard Drawing to clarify 
requirements. Response is as follows: 

"Concur, the 1/4-inch overlap requirement was removed 
from note 7F by revision 8 on 9-19-86." 

12. Requested clarificetion of general requirements.  
Response is as follows: 

"See response to Number 1 and S." 

CATD 30201-BF1-03 requested various improvements In the 
training program related to the use of laychem and other 
splicing procedures. Seven specific areas were identified.  

1. Requested resolution of inconsistencies tabulated in 
the report. Response is as follows: 

"See corrective action for CATD 30201-BFn-02 item 1.0 

2. Requested revision of lessons to describe a method of 
meNsuring cable diameter. Resolution is as follows: 

"See corrective action for CATD 30201-BFN-04 item 8." 

3. Requested revision to sa instruction to resolve a 
conflict with the Raychee Hanual. Response is as follows: 

"The requirement to abrade cable is not addressed by 
Rayches Corporation and will be deleted from the training 
materials." 

4. Requests revision of ta lnstruction to incorporate a new 
G-spec. Response is as follows: 

"See corrective action for CATO 30201-B1i-02 item 1.* 

5. Requests revision of an lnstruction to correct e*rers.  
Response is as follows: 

"Agree. theose typographical error& will be corrected with 
the revision which is required by the implgemetat ,s of 
CATD 30201-02 Item 1."
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6. Requested revision to as instruction to casrify splicit 
requirements. Reponse is as follows; 

"rayche products are used for harth ad "'balatc of 
pleat" environments. Both applicatitos are discussed in 
class so craftsmes ight lears to differetiste between 
the two, however this is the ultit to resposibility of 
the esgineer writitt the workple. Clear separatioe of 
application requirements will be stressed in lossoe 
plans." 

7. Requests revision to a instruction to clarity tpe 
selection requirements. Respose is as follows: 

'Curreat tape requirements shall be dtieussed i the 
training course." 

CAD 30201-BF-04 reqested the bW lodiflc.tions group to 
revise procedures related to Rayches and splicig. Tuelve 
tistaces requiring actiou wre cited: 

1. Requested general revisions to resolve discrepacies 
identified ia the report. Response is as followu 

"See corrective actio for CATM 30201-fI.02 item 1.  

2. Requested revisions to several procedures to incorporate 
the Applcstion Guide reuirmentsf. Response is as 
follows: 

*This item is a2se included is the corrective cties 
describee is CATO 302'1-l5-02 item I." 

3. leested revisiots to several procedures to require 
craft quliticatieo. respoase st as follow: 

"*e agre sad recomv ad that QC verity the quolificatile 
of ach electricies prior to the applicatioe of raycth 
products by vstin a sMitalised litt of qualified 
personnel wich shall be provided by trtnita.  
lapleastita this corrective actios sheold correct sad 
pretest recurrence of this cosditiot." 

4. Reqlested delettie of as obsolete Ilythe drawiln ftro a 
procedure. Iespose is as follows:



castaied in EMA-18, this is addressd i CAID 
3001-Bm-02 itm 1.* 

S. qested revisis of proc ure to ceoply with Desigt 
Stsfamdds. Response is as ftlloas: 

"See corrective acti for CATD 30201-U-02 Item 1.  

6. -egested revustes to a procedure to clarify a 
4defiaitlve. ehspense is as follows: 

"" fth ych. parties etf I-13.has beeM siperceded by 
MI-4S. this has also ben adressed by CAM 30201-B41-02 
ltm 1.°  " 

1. betested revisl of as iastrmstie to correct a 
coaflict. Refpease is as follows: 

U agree, NAI-13 has bees deleted sad is so loager 
located is do meat cotrol staties,. it is saperceded by 

I-44 md UAI-45." 

8. basted revsioa to Iustructims to describe a mthed 
few mmsaria cable dimter. Respse is as follows: 

"icrmters are preseatly specified by 11I-4S *ad should 
be secifid by UI-SI as the tool umich is required for 
maserla the diamters of the table for slectios of the 
tubial size. Traitag the use of alcrmters shall be 
provided ander m-l2. Iplmtiaa these chames to 
UI-Ss sead wt-l sheaid correct ad prweat recurr•ace 
this eoaitin." 

I. egquested revislio of am lstractioe to clarify 
requiruemts. spespse is as followm: 

"s feel that AI-45 lacerprates the conteat of the 
existiag staiward drawiags with adequate detail aad 
clarity.  

10. qi-ste4d that modlficaties ad maiateaace review nad 
approve a Traisisg Lessoa Plea. espoase is as follqws:

.., _ I --,-
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"E-129 shall be written and updated by a qualified 
Rayche instructor in accordance with 6-38 and the 
standard drawings. KIE-129 should also provide training 
on completing the form contained in BAI-45 and EI-58.  
an opportunity for critique of TME-129 should be provided 
at the end of each traaing session. All training shall 

: be conducted by a qualified Rayche instructor.  

"Iplemntation of this corrective action bsould correct 
this condition and prevent recarreace.  

11. Requested that modifications examne the splicing 
procedures to assure coleteness. Rspoase i as 
follows: 
0o : -· 

"AL iafornation required to perora any worl includian 
inspection and sinoff shall be provided at the tim and 
locatioea Wa sad wbere the Raychb material is applied 
by uain 111-45 or W-58. This should be included in 
all applicable workplans." 

12. eisted revision of procedares to better distinguish 
between qualifie d a ond qaalified applications of 

aycch•. Response is as folleof: 

lSee corrective action for CTD 30201f-02 item 12.  

CAD 30201-BI-05 was issued to MI Ilaintenance to provide 
action on thirtee specific issues: 

1. Requested revision to procedures to resolve 
inconsistncies as identified in the report. Response is 
as follows: 

See corrective action for CATD 30201-BF1-02 it•m 1.  

2. Requested revision of instructons to iacorporate vendor 
renqiremect. Response is as follows: 

See corrective action for CATD 30201-BF1-04 item 2." 

3. Requested reviston of procedures to requ' r specific 
craft trainiat. Response is as follows: 

See corrective action for CATD 30201-BFN-04 item 3. 

4. Requested revision of instructions to describe mthods 
for using Raychem on rubber insulate< cables. Response 
is as follows:
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"See corrective action for CATD 30201-BF4-02 item 2." 

5. Requested revision or instructions to describe acceptable 
methods to measure cable 4isamers. Response is as 

- follows: 

"See corrective action for CATD 30201-BFi-04 item 8." 

6-10. Requested various revisions to EHZ-S8 to improve 
usability, clarify requirg eats, and reduce repetition.  
Response is as follows: 

"The corrective action plan shall require the Electrical 
Technical Section to revise the EMI-58 series of 

"rocedures to ensamre that the salient requirements c-.  
Raychem are included. Completion of this activity 1' ould 
correct and prevent recurrence of the conditions 
identified by items 6-10 of this CATD. The expected 
completion date is 3-15-87, iee ETS assigment 6022.  
howevnr contrary to the present priority of this ETS 
assituat we feel that this is a restart item." 

11. Requested that Maintenance review and approve a lesson 
plan to assure acceptability. Response is as follows: 

"See corrective action for CATD 30201-B-04 item 10." 

12. Requested that Maintenance management determine the 
extent of craft training needed. Response is as follows: 

"See corrective action for CAID 30201-BM1-04 item II." 

13. Requested general update of Raychem procedures and 
standards to improve clarity and usability. Response is 
as follows: 

'See corrective action for CAUD 30201-BFN-02 item 12.  

BFI additionally provide a suemary of all corrective action 
related to this issue: 

"The correctivectie tions for CATD 30201-BFN-02 item 2, CATD 
30201-BFN-04 items 3, 8 and 11 and CATD 30201-BFN-05 item 6 
through 10, shall be completed before the installation of 
Raychem materials by the procedures involved in these 
.correctlit actions. These corrective actions have been
annotated in the text of this document with an *. The 
corrective action for CATD 30201-BFN-01 is presently 
scheduled for completion on Lebruary 28, 1987.
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Slist of corrective actions are not required for 
nd will be completed by 10-5-87.

CATD 30201-BFN-02 item 1. 5, 6, and 9 

CATI 30201-BFN-03 items 3, S 6, and 7 

CATD 30201-BFN-04 items 4 and 10 

The following list of corrective actions are complete.  

CATD 30201-BFN-02 item 3, 4, and 11 

CATD 30201-fN!-04 items 6 and 7 

*"Allremaining corrective actions, which do not reference one 
Sof the actions listed abovw " not require any work." 

CADT 30201-BLN-01 was issued to BUI line man gement identifying 
specific problems with the plant's Rpechem instructions, as well as 

-noting the lack of an overall program to review changes to vendor 
installation instructions. Corrective action responses received 
from BLI Construction and Operations management were as follows: 

Construction: 

"Our review of this concern shows no validation of a field 
installation problem. Since the initiation of the Rayche 
program at BLI, Division of Nuclear Construction (DNC) 
engineering has been constantly involved with site review of 
vendor material and vendor instructions. These reviews have 
resulted in many interfaces with Division of Nuclear Engineering 
(DOE) and Raychem to insure our DNC procedures and DNE standard
drawings interfaced with the vendor instructions. All new vendor 
instructions are routed in house through DNC engineers for review 
and all new products (i.e., medimn voltage kits which are just 
procured) are throughly reviewed and any questions are clarified 
through DNE and Raychem before any installations are begun.  

"We find that this concern is applicable to us in trh fact that 
we do not have a procedural tie to review vendor instructions, 
changes, etc., but we have in-house kept a tight review on these 
documents and adhere to them in our field installations, through 

-----trainit-of engineers-and craftsmen;-- ----
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Operations: 

"Discrepancy Report, BLU-DR-9-R, has been issued to document this 
problem. BLEII-2704 will be revised to ensure that the detailed 
vendor Instructions used to install Raychem seals will receive 
the appropriate review and approval prior to use." 

6.1.2 Element 302.02 - Five-Percent Low Voltaae Problems 

CATD 302C'-NPS-01 was issued to ONP to request revision of NPP 
N7701 to agree with the FSARs and actual plant designs.  
Corrective Action proposed is as follows: 

"Update DPI 17701 to reflect the operating guidelines 
Snecissary to maintain the auxiliary power system voltage within 
recommended operating limits. Update the description of the 
relays which monitor the safety-related boards. Provide a 
requirement to operate the shutdown boards below the maximum 
and above the minim recommended voltage. A requirement 
previously existed for the mnimum but there was no 
requirement to operate below the maxiaum recommnded voltage." 

wBN 

CATD 30202-WBN-01, 30202-VUB-02, 30202-VBN-03, 30202-WBN-05, 
30202-V8N-06, sad 30202-WBN-07 were issued to VBN line 
management and corporate management for deficiencies found 
during the evaluation of the concern relating to improper 
electrical bus operation and regulation. These deficiencies 
included nuaerous inconsistencies between the VBN FSAR, UBN 
Standard Practice 5.2.6, and Division Procedure TVA DPH N7701 
with respect to the voltage setpoint at which automatic 
transfer to alternate power sources occurs. Also, it was 
stated that three copies of the WUB FSAR schematic describing 
the degraded voltage circuity logic are illegible on the 
right side of the page. The 5-percent boost tap setting on 
the 6.9-kV to 480-volt shutdown board transformer was 
identified as the cause for 480-volt shutdown board voltage 
periodically being in excess of FSAR and ANSI C84.1 upper 
limits. Thei CATD also requested corrective action to add 
shutdown bonrd voltage acceptance criteria to the existing 
Surveillance Instruction. Response to the CATD is as follows:
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B "The individual resolution of immediate action . . . will be 
a ccomplished by FSAR revision which will be submitted to the NRC 

Sby Harch 16, 1987. Numerous inaccuracies in the Watts Bar FSAR 
Shave been documented under SCR GEN NEB 8602 and will be 

igenerically resolved by a comprehensive FSAR verification plan.  
|= /The objective of the FSAR verification is both an updating to 
Sachieve accuracy and the development of an interface with the 
Schange control programs for design and operations. That plan is 
Ipart of the Design Baseline and Licensing Verification Program 
| .which is clearly identified on the Watts Bar Integrated Schedule 
Ianif is a prerequisite to fuel loading." 

SThe corrective action response regarding revision ofWBN Standard 

SPractice 5.2.6 was as follows:

:"WB-S.2.6 has been revised. Revision 1 of WB-5.2.6 was issued on 
^ August 7, 1986 and satisfies this %-o."em 

. Corrective action was also provided to determine the effects of past 

| voltage variations and to initiate measures to prevent recurrence: 

: "Revise Watts Bar Design Criteria WB-DC-30-1 to reflect the voltage 
Srating requirements described in ANSI C14.1 and C92.2. Also, revise 

the FSAR to commit to the same ANSI standards and requirements.  
SThese ANSI standards -hould be utilized to establish acceptance 

- criteria for voltage limits. This acceptance criteria will be 
reflected into WBN Technical Specifications and appropriate 
Surveillance Instructions Acceptance Criteria will address voltage 

Slimits for normal operation as well as voltage limits for safe 
operation. DPM N7701, and subsequently GOI-7G and Standard Practice 

:WB-5.2.6. will be revised to include maximum voltage limits for safe 
operat-ion. The above discrepancies will be identified in 
PIRWBNEEB86103 (unit I) and PIRWBNEEB86104 (unit 2). Corrective 

* action will be accomplished under these PIRs.  

"The following steps will be taken to determine if any auxiliary 
shutdown board equipment was unacceptably degraded due to 
overvoltage conditions: 

1. "Determine the maxiium voltages that could have occurred in 
auxiliary power system. This effort will pinpoint the boards 
that have seen the highest voltages and determine if equipment 

-rated 8kV or 600V ac will need any further consideration.
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Sa. "OES will review the locally available past recorded voltages 
1 • for the incoming sources to determine the maximum voltage 
Sthat has occurred.  

Sb. "WBEP will use the maximum switchyard voltage to determine 

maximum voltages in the auxiliary power system.  

"WBEP will develop an impedance diagram based on the minimum 
board loading and by using the maximum switchyard voltages 
Sat the source voltages will calculate the maximum voltages 
of the boards. Operations will provide EEB with a history 
of tap changes for the Comon Station Service transformers 
Sand 6900/480V Shutdown transformers and the existing tap 
settings.  

S2. "Review all Class IE ac electrical equipment for susceptibility 
to overvoltage. This will narrow the scope of the investigation 
to only the devices that are susceptible to overvoltage.  

a. "WBEP will provide a list of types of equipment that may have 
been subjected to ovrvoltage.  

b. "ERB technical specialist will determine which devices are 
most susceptible to overvoltage and also which devices may 
have been degraded.  

I 3, "Watts Bar Electrical Mailntenancewill determine if there is 
evidence of overvoltage induced failures in the maintenance 
record.  

"Once the most susceptible equipment has been identified, the 
maintenance record will be reviewed to determine if an 
excessive number of these components has required maintenance.  

4*. "Watts Bar Electrical Maintenance will field test the equipment 

that is most likely to have been degraded.  

"In addition to reviewing the maintenance record, a 
representative sample of susceptible components will be tested 
to determine if their insulation has been unacceptably degraded.  

5. "Operations will revise SI-3 to reflect acceptance criteria of 
the revised WBN Technical Specifications.
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. "WBEP will perform load flow studies and coordinate with PSO to 
deterumne tý) optimum transformer taps and switchyard voltages.  
Minimum load conditions in conjunction with maximum grid 
voltages will be-used to establish transformer tap settings for 
maximum voltages. Maximua load conditions (LOCA and full load 
rejection) in conjunction Vw:h ainimum grid voltages will be 
used to establish transformer tap settings for minimum 
voltages. The minimum and-maximua voltakge vid the transformer 
tap settings will be-released on a drawing-by WBEP?' ; 

SSON 

SQN line management was briefed concerning the findibgs of the 
evaluation of improper electrical bus operation and regulation. In 
addition, ClTD 30202-SQN-01 was issued noting that: (a4 voltage 
deviations with the potential to damage or degrade the reliability 
of equipment have occurred on both the 6.9-kV and 480-V Shutdown 
boards, (b) the procedures lack effective instructions on 
controlling voltages, and (c) although the surveillance record of 
voltages indicates that undervoltage starts of the diesel generator 
should have occurred, there have been no diesel generator starts due 
to undervoltage. SQN line management's corrective action plan for 
this CATD is presented below: 

A. "To determine if equipment has really been unacceptably degraded 
the following steps will be taken: 

1. "Determine the maximum voltages that could have occurred in 
the auxiliary power system. This effort will pinpoint the 
boards that have seen the highest voltages and determine if 
equipment rated 8-kV or 600-V ac will need any further 
consideration.  
a. "ORS will review the recorded voltages for the 161-kV 

switchyard for the past year to determine the maximumt 
vcltage that has occurred. This will establish the 
highest voltages for a two-unit shutdown. EEB and OES 
will review historical data to determine highest 
voltages for a one-unit shutdown.  

b. "EEB will use the maximum switchyard voltage to 
determine maximum voltages in the auxiliary power 
system. EEB will develop an impedance diagram based on 
the minimum board loading and, by using the maximum 
switchyard voltages as the source voltages, will 
calculate the maxiunm voltages of the boards.  
Operations wvin provide EEB with a history of tap 
changes for the Common Station Service transformers and 
6900/480-V Shutdown transformers and the existing tap 
settings.
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2. "Review all Class 1E ac electrical equipment for 
susceptibility to overvoltage. This will narrow the scope 
of the investigation to only the devices that are 
susceptible to overvoltage.  

a. "SQEP will provide a list of types of equipment that 
have been subjected to overvoltage.  

b. "EEB technical specialist will determine which devices 
are most susceptible to overvoltage and also which 
devices may have been degraded.  

3. "Sequoyah Electrical Maintenance will determine if there is 
evidence of overvoltage induced failures in the maintenance 
record.  

S--"Once the most susceptible equipment has been identified, 
--the maintenance record will be reviewed to determine it an 
bexcksive number of these components has required 

- maintenance., 

4. "Sequoyah Electrical Maintenance will field test the 
equipment that is mostilikely to have been degraded.  

"In addition to reviewing the maintenance record, a 
representative sample of susceptible componeTts wJil be 
tested to determine if their insulation has L, -" 
unacceptably degraded.  

B. "To correct and update the procedures the following step* A11i 

be taken.  

1. "Operations will imnediately revise SI-3 by a temporary 
change to reflect acceptance criteria of ANSI C84.1, and to 
notify lead electrical engineer, DNE, if voltage cannot be 
maintained within these limits. Previously, voltage 
readings were only taken to demonstrate board operability.  

2. "EEB will perform load flow studies and coordinate with PSO 
to deteaLine the optimumntranrformer taps and switchyard 
voltages. Minimum load conditions (modes 5 and 6), in 
conjunction with maximum grid voltages, will be used to 
establish transformer tap settings for maximum voltages.  
Maximum load conditions (LOCA and full load rejection) in 
conjunction with minimum grid voltages will be used to 

-istabllsh transformer tap settingst-or minaimu voltages.  
The minimum and maximum voltages and the transformer tap 
settings will be given to SQEP to release on a drawing.  
Revisions to procedures will be based on the information 
provided by the drawing.
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C. "To determine why undervoltage starts of the diesel generator 
have not occurred the following steps will be followed: 

1. "SQEP will perform a comprehensive review of the voltage 
relaying and indication circuits. Relay and potential 
transformer accuracy, burden, human factors, and calibration 
will be considered to determine if the circuits have the 
required accuracy.  

2. "If no problems are found in the design, then SQEP will 
determine if testing or tracing the circuits is needed to 
ensure the circuits are performing as intended; 

D. "If no problems are found in the voltage indicating circuits, 
then op~rations will determine why some of the voltage readings 
do not reet QA requirements.  

E. "Action to Prevent Recurrence 

"The root cause of this employee concern was determined to be 
inadequate procedures. The actions outlined in section B will 
prevent recurrence of this problem." 

BFM 

BFN line managespnt was briefed concerning the findings of the 
evaluation for improper electrical bus operation and regulation. It 
was recommended that an assessment of potential future equipment 
reliability be made for equipment that had been operated at voltages 
higher than normal ratings. Also, CATD 30202-BFN-01 was sent to line 
management requesting specific corrective action. BFN line 
management responded by providing corrective action for each of the 
conclusions drawn from the evaluation. The conclusions are listed 
belob, followed by the appropriate corrective action statement.  

Conclusion 

1T The BFN Area Plan N7701 is conflict with the BFN PSAR as it 
Sdescribee degraded voltage transfers and in conflict with ANSI 

C84.1 as-it specifies range B (safe) voltage limits.  

Corrective Action 

1. "The Nuclear Central Office, Component Engineering :action, has 
_-_ subattted a revision to BFN Area Plan N77)l which will bring 

17701 Tnto agreiemen-twith the BFN Final S~Sfty Analysis Report
(FSAR)."
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Conclusion 

2. The BFN FSAR and Technical Specifications are in conflict with 
ANSI C84.1 Is regards the degraded voltage setpoint. The FSAR and 
Technical specifications both reference the degraded voltage 
setpoint of 3.92-kv given in B7701. This setpoint is not 
conservative and is not supported by adequate documentation.  

Corrective Action 

2. "The Design of the BFN auxiliary power system was based upon 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard C84.1.  
BFN site does not recognize this as a.comitment-to the ANSI 
standard but as an explanation of our design. Our degraded 
voltagS-setpoint of 3.92KV and shutdown board voltage limits are 
based on design calculations. We lelieve that values based on 
these calculations are more accurate for BFN than the general 
industry standards set forth in ANSI C84.1. Division of Nuclear 
Engineering shall.revise DS-E2.3.2 to properly reflect BFS's 
commitments to requiremwnts of ANSI C84.1-82. DNE should initiate 
a revision to the FSAR if necessary to properly reflect BFN's 
configuration and comnitments." 

Conclusion 

3. The BFN Surveillance Instruction, SI-2, does not provide for 
recording the 480 volt Shutdown Board voltages or provide for 
recording breaker alignments, therefore, voltage deviations 
could not be determined for these boards.  

Corrective Action _ 

3. 'No specific corrective action required for report conclusion #3.  
Surveillance Instruction-2 was written to satisfy the technical 
specifications surveillance requirements. Surveillance 
requirement 4.9.A.4.d requires that the 4KV shutdown board 
voltages be recorded every 12 hours. There is no such requirement 
for the 480V shutdown boards but the 4KV board voltages should 
give a reasonably good indication of what the 480V board voltages 
are (i.e., high or low). Bechtel calculations will justify the 
power systems transformer tap settings. Adainistrative coatrols 
ensure operation at the justified tap settings and voltage levels 
thus assuring acceptable voltage levels for operation of all 
safety components." 

Conlusion 

4. No calculations or other reason could be found that would 
prevent complete endorsement of ANSI C84.1 voltage lists.
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Corrective Action 

4. "See action 2." 

Conclusion 

5. the BFN FSAR Section 8.4 contains drawings that are illegible.  

Corrective Action 

5. "A memorandum has been written to our Site Licensing Section to 
review and reissue as necessary the drawings identified as 
illegible in Employee Concern Report 302.02-BFN." 

Conclusion 

6. Based on the findings, for 23-85-122-005: 

a. The issue of cycling Diesel C-nerators unnecessarily was 
not validated because no evidence of such starts could be 
located in the LER history.  

b. The concern of high voltage on buses is found to be valid.  
Ample evidence exists to demonstrate that Shutdown Boards 
have been operated at slightly high voltages (based on ANSI 
C84.1 and TVA requirements), however, the issue that TVA 
intentionally compensates for anticipated 5S voltage drops by 
operating buses at higher than normal voltage ratings cannot 
be verified.  

c. The issue of inadequate bus voltage regulation is found to be 
valid because 4-KV Shutdown Board voltages are higher than 
those specified in the FSAR. The magnitude of the higher the 
normal voltages were not high enough to cause equipment 
failures, altbhugh possible degradation of equipment 
reliability and shortening of equipment useful life may have 
occurred and should be evaluated and should include an 
assessment of potential future equipment reliability..  

Corrective Action 

6. "The affect of the high voltages seen on the BFN 480V system 
has been evaluated on two seperate. cassions and is 
documented in memorandum 5EB840820924 and 822870514028.  
SBoth evaluations concluded that the voltages applied to 

. . theBiotors-supplied by the 480V-systia would not be 
detrimental to motor life. The evaluation documented in
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EEB840820924 further concluded that because of higher 
equipment ratings and manufacturers tVerances, these 
voltages would not be damaging to the 480V switch gear 
or motor control centers (RCC). The MCCS are rated at 
600V. The components which are being fed from control 
control power transformers (CPT), such as relays, are 
normally rated for 120/125 AC + 10% (132/137 maximr voltage) 
Even if the primary side of CPT is 530 V and assuming no 
voltage drop from CPT to relay, the manxmua secondary voltage 
will be 132.5 v which is within the noraal rating of the 
components. The evaluation for the MCCs included control 
power transformers and control equipmant. Voltage is 
Sregulated on the lower voltage vital power systems therefore, 
they will not be adversely effected by high voltages on the 
480-V system. Therefore, elevated voltages on the 480 V 
system at BFN has not been determined to be a problem.  
The above referenced evaluations may not apply to all of 
BFN's electrical equipment. Therefore, the evaluations 
presented in EEB840820924 and B22870514028 shall be 
reevaluated. In addition the Bechtel calculations and the 
results from the Sequoyah overvoltage studies shall be 
considered. Based on the referenced evaluations and the 
results of the evaluation for Sequoyah Employee Concern 
302.02 this is not a restart item, as no specific deficiency 
has been identified which has a significant probability of 
leading to th inoperability of a safety svstem.  

BL 

BtI line management was briefed concerning the findings of the 
evaluation for improper elottrical bus operation and regulation. In 
addition, CATD 30202-BLN-O1 was sent to line management identifying 
high voltage conditions on safetyrelated AC power supply boards and 
the lack of provision to aonitor these voltages. BLN line 

-m anagement's corrective action plan is as follows: 

* "Provisions exist through relaying to monitor and alara high 
voltage conditions. The observation of high voltage conditions 
were made using board voltaeters that are designed to give 
5 percent accuracy.  

"Accurate voltage readings wae takan on June 19, 1917, and one 
of the four 6.9 V safety-related boards was above the safe 
operating limits recoamended by DPW N7701. A voltage monitoring 
program-will be placed into effect August 1, 1987. DNE will be 
s entvoltage data ora-periodic basis for evaluations of voltage' 
readings that exceed reconmended levels In DP N?7701. If 
corrective action is required, the action will be completed prior 
to fuel loading or as needed to prevent equipment dasage."
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6.1.3 Element 302.04 - Ground and Electrical Shock Problems 

VBN 

SAlthough the concern regarding erroneous ground Indicators 
Son electrical boards was not substantiated at WBN. CATD 
30204-WBN-01 was sent to line management to eliminate the 
possibility of problems with false ground indications in the 
Sfuture. In its corrective action response, WBN line 
management stated: "To prevent an erroneous ground fault 
Sindication, we will be installing nametags on the 480-volt 
Sboards to use only six-watt bulbs and specifying the TiIC 
numbez ANT-074L. .  

In the same concern regarding erroneous ground indicators at 
SQN, CATD 30204-SQN-01 was sent to line management noting 
substantiated problem with false ground indications. Line 
management's corrective action plan for the CATD was as 
follows: 

"Work Request B201214 (initiated 08-28-86) was prepared to 
manufacture two sets of tags to be placed at each ground 
detector stating, "Replace Ground Lights as a Set of 3-SYL 
120V Bulbs Only", and "Verify All Ground Lights Good Prior 
to Searching For Grounds on Equipment." 

6.2 Correctiv.Action at Subcategorv Level 

CATD 30200-NPS-01 was issued to TVA Corporate HanageaLnt to address 
the two negative findings of the subcategory as discussed in section 4 
of this report. The issues are Raychem control and Shutdown Board 
voltage control. The Corporate Corrective Action Plan is as follows: 

"DNIE has initiated the Specification Improvement Program (SIP), 
which will provide-ONP with generic master specifications to cover 
construction, modifications and additions, and maintenance of TVA's 
nuclear plants. The main scope of SIP (67 master specifications) 
will be complete by December 1987, but will be added to as user needs 
are identified. The effectiveness of SIP will be monitored by EA.  
EEB has addressed both issues identified above, and will assure their 
compliance with SIP (when completed). EEB completed revision of 
Raychem instructions, guidelines, and drawings for the first issue 

S______ as of May 1987. For the second issue. Calculations will be maintained 
' or each project to establis- range of operation. The pilot program 
within SIP will ensure the success of the total program."
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